
7 INVALUABLE
LESSONS 
Gained after a decade in PR

ONE OF THE BAMBOO PR TEAM PRESENTS.. .



 

Testing, challenging, intense - PR can be all of these things.

 

But it can also be immensely fulfilling, exciting, enjoyable and incredibly dynamic. Every agency has its own

culture, objectives, mission and values, but all share the goal of helping companies and individuals

communicate with their target audiences. 

 

Those entering PR need to know that the function is more accountable to the business than ever before. In-

house vs. agency; the same expectations apply. Companies want return on investment. Quickly.

 

When talking to people who are considering PR, many come with pre-conceived expectations. These aren't

always true. Some are.

 

After ten years in PR, one of our team wanted to share some lessons they've learned along the way.   

A Candid Look
A PRIMER FOR THOSE AFTER TRANSPARENCY



Lesson 1

The customer is
always right...
NEARLY ALL THE TIME.. .  SOMETIMES WITH GUIDANCE.. .



 

Ruler of the kingdom
A valuable business lesson, let alone one in PR

As a child, my father ran a cafe in central London and I always remember him

biting his tongue when someone was impatient, unfair or even rude.  

 

Thankfully we don't have clients like this but we are under pressure to deliver,

often with short timescales. 

 

Many of the conversations we have with clients are frank discussions to agree

on the best strategy, approach or even a phrase. 

 

This is a constructive client relationship. After all, clients pay us for guidance

so they value what we say. Sometimes they disagree though, and the real lesson

is when a client or customer wants to be right, how can we find the solution

within their thinking to enable that outcome?

 

We can share feedback, suggest an alternative approach or propose edits but

they, as a fee-paying professional organisation, have the right to overrule. It's

not a case of swallowing your pride, but rather listening carefully to why

they've decided they want to proceed in their desired way and then working

with them to ensure a balanced way forward.



"Ring ring"
It's clarity calling...

In my earlier career, I'd tremble at having to call anyone. I'd look around our open plan office, jealous of those confidently

chattering away without a care in the world.

 

Overcoming this fear made me a better PR professional. No matter how clear, succinct or eloquent you think your email is,

nothing beats talking over the phone. 

 

Solutions come faster. Relationships are stronger. Tone is clear. Next steps rarely get miscommunicated or muddled. 

 

Productivity experts often champion the three sentence rule. If you're unable to express yourself on email in three short

direct sentences, call the person.  

 

Learning and adopting this rule is difficult and a little extreme in most cases, although knowing when to ditch your inbox to

pick up the phone is one of the best things you can work on.

 

 

Lesson 2



Remember to RAP
Lessons 3, 4 and 5

Authoritative wins.
Know your subject
matter inside out,
utterly understand

the editorial cycle and
demonstrate your

expertise.

Be relentless when
chasing down a story.

Journalists are
exceptionally time

poor and flinging off
a few emails simply

won't cut it.

Patience is
everything. Keep

building the story.
Creatively break

through an editor's
barrier. Focus on the

long game.

R A P



Ten years ago...
One of the earliest lessons was the need to stay razor-sharp. Ten years

ago, PR was purely about media relations and these were your main

tools and channels...

Lesson 6

Never
Ever
Stop

Learning
Times a' changing

Now...
There are more social media platforms alone than there were complete

methods of reaching your target audience. Knowing how to use the

latest technology to market, pitch and sell the latest technology is

crucial.



CARE
Lesson 7

When you care, it's infectious.

 

This outlook must apply to every PR activity, story, client and

relationship you maintain. 

 

Imagine selling a story to a journalist, how can they truly buy into

your client if you lack enthusiasm? What about social media? Content

won't garner a reaction on a feed when the author feels flat about

the product or service.     

 

It can be difficult to care about things you're not emotionally

invested in, I know... 

 

It's your duty, however, to your clients to communicate on their

behalf. This only becomes a reality when you care as much as they

do.

 



You're never alone
PR is a people business and no matter how relentless AI, automation

and other technologies try to disrupt the industry, people will always

need other people to share their message with.  

 

If you're interested in working with a PR agency that lives and

breathes these lessons each and every day, we're always here to talk.
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